Stroke events and case fatalities in Switzerland based on hospital statistics and cause of death statistics
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Objective: In Switzerland there is a shortage of population-based information on stroke incidence and case fatalities (CF). The aim of this study was to estimate stroke event rates and both in- and out-of-hospital CF rates.

Methods: Data on stroke diagnoses, coded according to I60-I64 (ICD 10), were taken from the Federal Hospital Discharge Statistics database (HOST) and the Cause of Death database (CoD) for the year 2004. The number of total stroke events and of age- and gender-specific and age-standardised event rates were estimated; overall CF, in-hospital and out-of-hospital, were determined.

Results: Among the overall number of 13,996 hospital discharges from stroke (HOST) the number was lower in women (n = 6,736) than in men (n = 7,260). A total of 3,568 deaths (2,137 women and 1,431 men) due to stroke were recorded in the CoD database. The number of estimated stroke events was 15,733, and higher in women (n = 7,933) than in men (n = 7,800). Men presented significantly higher age-specific stroke event rates and a higher age-standardised event rate (178.7/100,000 versus 119.7/100,000). Overall CF rates were significantly higher for women (26.9%) than for men (18.4%). The same was true of out-of-hospital CF but not of in-hospital CF rates.

Conclusion: The data on estimated stroke events obtained indicate that stroke discharge rate underestimates the stroke event rate. Out-of-hospital deaths from stroke accounted for the largest proportion of total stroke deaths. Sex differences in both number of total stroke events and deaths could be explained by the higher proportion of women than men aged 55+ in the Swiss population.
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Introduction

Cerebrovascular disease is the most frequent cause of disability in adults, the second most common cause of dementia, and the third most common cause of death in Switzerland [1–3]. Currently, data on stroke events in Switzerland are provided by the Hospital Statistics database (HOST) of the Federal Statistical Office (FSO) [4]. Data on death due to stroke are available from the FSO’s Cause of Death statistics (CoD) [5]. Although the HOST database keeps a record of all hospital discharges of stroke patients in Switzerland, it does not contain a complete set of data on stroke events, since an undetermined number of patients are treated for or die from stroke out of hospital. For its part, the CoD database does not provide information on case fatality (CF) nor does it differentiate between in- and out-of-hospital deaths.

The aim of this study was to estimate the stroke event rate, in order to determine overall CF and in-hospital and out-of-hospital CF in Switzerland, by using the combined data from 2004 HOST and CoD databases. Additionally, the number of deaths due to stroke occurring out-of-hospital was determined. The findings will be entered in cardiovascular monitoring of acute myocardial infarction, heart failure [6] and stroke which has been established by the Swiss Health Observatory (www.obsan.ch). Stroke monitoring provides important information for economic studies and for planning of the stroke care and supply system [7].
Materials and methods

Data sources
Data were drawn from HOST and CoD databases from the FSO of Switzerland for the time period 1 January–31 December 2004 [4, 5]. They were coded according to the International Classification of Disease, Version 10 (ICD 10) [8]. For HOST, data were coded in the hospitals patients were discharged from. The codes were then transferred to the HOST database. The hospital response rate was 100%. Cause of death was recorded in the CoD according to WHO rules [8]. Mortality-related data are transferred to the civil registry offices, recorded and coded centrally in the FSO's CoD database. Due to Switzerland's current data protection laws, linking of both databases for determining stroke events is not possible at the moment.

Preparation of the HOST and CoD datasets for calculation

1. From the HOST database, cases with the following discharge diagnoses (principal diagnosis and/or one of the 2nd to 5th diagnosis position) were selected: subarachnoid haemorrhage (I60), intracerebral haemorrhage (I61), other non-traumatic intracranial haemorrhage (I62), cerebral infarct (I63), and stroke not specified as haemorrhage or infarct (I64) (for analysis called “cases A”). If a patient was admitted to a small (e.g. district) hospital following an acute event and – irrespective of the time delay – later transferred to a larger hospital (e.g. university or cantonal hospital), a connection code was used to identify the patient as being the same person and to count him or her only once.

2. Patients surviving until discharge from hospital were called in-hospital survivors (“cases As”). Data on all stroke cases having a discharge code of 5 (i.e. patients dying whilst in hospital) were extracted from the HOST database and labelled “cases Ad”.

3. Based on the CoD database, all cases in which stroke was the underlying cause of death (I60 – I64) were identified and called “cases D”.

4. Since only two cases of death from stroke were recorded amongst the population aged under 25, only the target population aged over 25 was included.

Calculations
With respect to the data preparation procedure described above, the following variables were calculated:

1. Age- and sex-specific discharge rates ([cases A / age- and sex-specific population] × 100 000).
2. Age- and sex-specific event rate of stroke ([cases As + cases Ad] / age- and sex-specific population × 100 000).
3. Mortality rate ([cases D / population] × 100 000).
4. Overall CF ([cases D / [cases As + cases D] × 100).
5. In-hospital CF ([cases Ad / [cases As + cases D] × 100).
6. Out-of-hospital CF ([cases D – cases Ad] / [cases As + cases D] × 100).
7. Percentage of out-of-hospital deaths among total deaths ([cases D-cases Ad] / cases D × 100).

For data analysis, the age groups recommended by EUROCISS [9] were used. The Swiss Census population data were used as denominator to calculate the rates for the year 2004 [10]. Age standardisation was calculated according to the European standard population [11]. The 95% confidence intervals for event rates and case fatalities were calculated using Schoenberg’s methods [12]. These were used to determine significant differences by age and sex.

Results
In 2004, a total of 13 996 cases with hospital discharge from stroke (6736 women and 7260 men) were identified in the HOST database. A total of 3568 deaths (2137 women and 1431 men) was due to stroke recorded in the CoD database.

Hospital discharge rate from stroke
The hospital discharge rates per 100 000 population increased exponentially with age in both women and men (fig. 1, table 1a). From age group 45–54 to age group ≥85, the age-specific discharge rates for men were significantly higher than for women. The age-standardised discharge rate was 133.7/100 000 overall, 107.3/100 000 for women and 167.2/100 000 for men (table 1a).
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Estimated stroke events

The overall number of patients who suffered a stroke was 15,733 (7,933 women and 7,800 men). The overall stroke event rate was 296.3 per 100,000 population (287.7/100,000 in women and 305.6/100,000 in men) (table 1b), and exceeded the discharge rate from stroke by 12.4%.

The stroke event rate increased with age. From the 45–54 age group to the ≥85 age group event rates of stroke were significantly higher for men than for women (fig. 1). The age-standardised event rate was 146.0/100,000 overall and significantly different by sex (table 1b).

Death from stroke

In Switzerland, the mortality rates for both sexes increased significantly with age. Men exhibited significantly higher mortality rates for age groups 55–64, 65–74, and 75–84 than women. Although the absolute number of stroke deaths was 50% higher for women (n = 2,137) than for men (n = 1,431), the age-standardised mortality rate was significantly higher for men 31.4/100,000 than for women 25.6/100,000 (table 2).

Case fatalities

In women, the overall CF rate increased with age from 3.6% in the 25–34 age group to 51.0% among women aged ≥85. In men, except for the age group 45–54, the overall CF rate increased from 1.3% to 40.3%. A significant sex difference was found only for the age group ≥85, with 51.0% for women and 40.3% for men. Overall, CF rate was significantly higher for women (26.9%) than for men (18.4%) (table 3). No significant difference was found for the age-standardised overall CF rate for women (5.1%) and men (5.0%).

The in-hospital CF rate also increased with age, without significant sex differences (11.8% for women and 11.4% for men in total). The out-of hospital CF rates in women and men aged 65–74 and over increased exponentially with age. Only in the age group ≥85 was the CF rate significantly higher for women (36.4%) than men.
for men (23.3%). On average the total out-of-hospital CF rate was also significantly higher in women than in men (15.1% versus 6.9%) (table 3).

For both women and men the proportion of deaths from stroke occurring outside a hospital increased with age. In the 75–84 and over age groups, deaths due to stroke occurred predominantly outside a hospital: 48.6% for women and 41.4% for men in the 75–84 age group, and 71.3% for women and 57.9% for men in the ≥85 age group. Overall, 48.7% of all deaths from stroke occurred outside hospital (56.0% for women and 37.8% for men).

### Discussion

The major findings of this study are three.

1. Overall stroke event rate estimated from the HOST and CoD data was 12.4% higher than the overall discharge rate obtained from the HOST data only.

2. Women had more stroke events than men, but from an age-specific point of view women exhibited lower event rates than men between the 4th and 8th decade.

3. Out-of-hospital deaths due to stroke accounted for 48.7% of total stroke deaths.

### Methodological aspects

The present study included both all hospitalisations for stroke in Switzerland as registered in the 2004 HOST database, and all deaths caused by stroke as reported in the 2004 CoD database. Population-based registries are considered to be the best and most reliable sources of morbidity data [9], but they are not available in Switzerland. Due to Switzerland’s restrictive data protection law, it is not possible at the moment to link data from the HOST and CoD databases for determination of stroke events.

### Event rates of stroke

HOST and CoD databases do not distinguish between first-ever and recurrent events. Hence the incidence of first-ever stroke could not be derived from this analysis. However, it is feasible to compare the estimated stroke event rates of Switzerland with published stroke attack rates (first-ever and recurrent events) of other populations. The differences by age and sex for stroke risk, as observed in this study, seem to be in line with contemporary trends. Stroke is more prevalent in men than in women, and men also have higher age-specific stroke event rates than women [13–15]. In the USA, stroke event rates (first-ever and recurrent; all age groups) in men were higher than in women at a younger age, but not in old age. The sex quotient of men to women was 1.25 (ages 55–65); 1.50 (ages 65–74); 1.07 (ages 75–84) and 0.76 at age 85+ [16]. In Switzerland the 2004 stroke event rates in men are higher than in women for all age groups, except the youngest (table 1b). Among 25–34-year-olds the male/female event rate was 0.92 but 1.94 for the 55–64 age group; 1.77 for the 65–74 age group; 1.35 for the 75–84 age group and 1.18 at age 85 and over (table 1b). In young women factors such as oral contraceptive use and pregnancy may contribute to the increased risk of stroke [17, 18]. In the 75–84 and over age groups the lower stroke event rate in women, despite their higher absolute number of stroke events, can be explained by the higher proportion of women in the Swiss population.

### Case fatalities and mortality rates

The absolute number of deaths from stroke in 2004 was 50% higher for women than men. This is in line with US figures for the same year [19]. The larger number of stroke deaths in Swiss women aged 75 and over (table 2) can be explained by two facts: firstly, in the older population there are more women still living than men, which results in a larger absolute number of stroke cases in women. Secondly, the onset of various cardiovascular diseases in women occurs at a later age than in men [20], and these may contribute to later development of strokes in women. The former also explains why the age-standardised deaths presented as rate per 100 000 population were higher for men (table 2).

In Switzerland almost five out of ten deaths due to stroke occurred out of hospital, with the highest rate for women aged 85 and over (71.3%). Similarly, in the USA some 50% of stroke deaths in 2003 reportedly occurred out of hospital [16]. The relatively larger proportion of deaths occurring out of hospital and the out-of-hospital CF rate (table 3) may indicate that elderly men and women with an acute stroke who are living at home or in a nursing home are less likely to be ad-
therefore, personal identification numbers to estimate the actual overall stroke event rate due to stroke, may remain unrecorded. To be able an unknown number of stroke cases, and deaths in nursing home. Due to methodological limitations hospital stroke care and die later at home or in a nursing home. Due to methodological limitations an unrecognised number of stroke cases, and deaths due to stroke, may remain unrecorded. To be able to estimate the actual overall stroke event rate more accurately, personal identification numbers are treated out of hospital and survive the stroke, suggesting that the stroke event rate is underestimated.

In 2004 in Switzerland, stroke as the underlying cause of death was validated by autopsy in only 5.1% of patients [21]. Hence the number of stroke events and deaths may be an underestimate of the actual stroke numbers and deaths. On the other hand, death certificates may also overestimate the number of deaths from stroke, since stroke may be stated as the cause of death when there are numerous co-morbidities and the actual cause of death is uncertain. This limitation might particularly be the case in the older age groups.

Conclusions

The data on estimated stroke events indicate that stroke discharge rate underestimates the stroke event rate. Sex differences in both the number of total stroke events and deaths from stroke may be accounted for by the higher proportion of women aged 55+ in the Swiss population. The noticeably higher out-of-hospital than in-hospital CF rate may reflect the fact that many patients may die before reaching hospital or survive in-hospital stroke care and die later at home or in a nursing home. Due to methodological limitations an unrecognised number of stroke cases, and deaths due to stroke, may remain unrecorded. To be able to estimate the actual overall stroke event rate more accurately, personal identification numbers would be needed to link the data in the HOST database with data in the CoD database.
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